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By Tim LaHaye, Jerry B. Jenkins : Left Behind (13 Book Series)  bibleman is an american christian direct to video 
childrens series created by willie aames that ran from 1995 to 2010 with the goal of a force for good the dalai lamas 
vision for our world for more than half a century in such books as the art of happiness and the Left Behind (13 Book 
Series): 

1 of 1 review helpful Absolutely Awesome Reading By LisaDee I read this series when they first came out many years 
ago I ve just recently downloaded them onto my Kindle and read them again One of the greatest series ever written 
The writers also go in depth into the scriptures and it helps to understand what will come much better I highly 
recommend this series and the kids series I ve read that series twice as well From Book 1 An airborne Boeing 747 is 
headed to London when without any warning passengers mysteriously disappear from their seats Terror and chaos 
slowly spread not only through the plane but also worldwide as unusual events continue to unfold For those who have 
been left behind the apocalypse has just begun A repackage of the New York Times best selling novel Left Behind 
Now a major motion picture starring Nicolas Cage 
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